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Unit: 7 

 

Date:………………………….. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: (A)  

1-My mother bought modern…………………..for our house yesterday. 

    a. model                     b. family                  c. foreground              d. furniture 

2-Hala got married last week. Her ………………….is a doctor. 

    a. food                        b. husband                 c. painting                  d. movie 

3-My uncle……………….. to smoke, but now he doesn't. 

    a. used                        b. joined                     c. lived                      d. fed 

4-You shouldn't go swimming today .The sea is…………………… . 

    a. huge                         b. dirty                        c. rough                    d. expensive 

 

 

Date: …………………………… 

spaces with words from the list:Fill in   (B) 

                     (  huge  -  models  -   background  -   rough  -  used to  ) 

1-There  are a lot of trees in the…………………..of this picture. 

2-I saw a…………………..elephant in the zoo last week. 

3-Ayoub Hussein built beautiful……………………of old Kuwaiti buildings . 

4-We…………………..ride bikes  in the park when we were young . 

 

Date:…………………………….. 

Match the following words with their definitions:(C)   

1-furniture                    (     )     very very big. 

2-foreground                (     )      things we put in a room for living. 

3-huge                          (     )      the area at the front of  a picture. 

                                     (     )      a small bed for a baby. 

 

Date:…………………………… 

          Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:(D)  

1-He………………..a nice film yesterday. 

    a. watch              b. watched               c. watching              d. watches 

2-I used to………………..coffee, now I drink juice. 

    a. drinking          b. drink                    c. drinks                   d. drank 

3-We like…………………tennis. 

    a. playing            b. play                     c. played                   d. plays 

4-Nadia always…………………stories at weekends. 

    a. read                 b. reads                    c. reading                  d. have read 
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Date:…………………………… 

:Do as shown between brackets(E)   

1-Rania travelled to London last Tuesday.                               ( Ask a question ) 

……………………………………………………………. 

2-They used to play football at the club.                                  ( Make Negative ) 

……………………………………………………………. 

3-Salma ( see )………….…a pretty cat last Saturday.             ( Correct the Verb ) 

 

Date:……………………………… 

What would you say in the following situations:(F)  

1-Your friend says " Ayoub Hussein is a famous artist ". 

………………………………………………………………………….  . 

2-Your mother looks tired and is doing house work. 

………………………………………………………………………….  . 

3-Your friend feels bored. 

………………………………………………………………………….  . 

 

Date:……………………………… 

Match the following utterances with their reactions:(G)   

1-What do you think of this painting?           (     )   yes, it's in the background.     

2-I used to play football.                                 (     )   why not? 

3-Ayoub Hussein was a great painter.            (     )   it's fantastic. 

4-Can you see a house in this picture?           (     )   what do you play nowadays. 

                                                                        (     )   I agree with you. 

          

Date:…………………………… 

 Answer the following questions:(H)  

1-Who is Ayoub Hussein? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-What did Ayoub Hussein make ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

3-Where did babies use to sleep in the past? 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

4-What was a manazz made of? 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

5-What was a karouka made of? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6-Where do babies sleep nowadays ?         
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Unit: 8 

 

Date:………………………… 

from a, b, c or d: werChoose the correct ans(A)  

1-I sent a beautiful……………………..…….to my friend from London. 

    a-million                  b-postcard                 c-helipad                        d-furniture 

2-My family stayed in Dubai for a………………….……, it was a nice city. 

   a-foreground             b-model                     c-husband                      d-fortnight 

3-The population of Kuwait is about two…………………………. .  . 

   a-million                   b-model                     c-karouka                       d-painting 

4-The last football match was……….…………..Our team scored four goals. 

   a-cheap                     b-dirty                        c-fantastic                       d-difficult 

 

Date: …………………………… 

Fill in spaces with words from the list:(B)   

       (   helipad   -   postcard   -   already   -    yet   -   fantastic   -   fortnight   ) 

1.Burj Al- Arab is a great hotel. We stayed for a ……………….……in it. 

2.Ahmed hasn't finished his homework…………………………   . 

3.Helicopters usually land on a ……………………………….  . 

 4.Look at this painting. It is………………….…………….. 

5.They have……………………..……….cleaned the car. 

 

Date: …………………………… 

Match the following words with their definitions:( C )   

1.Helipad               (    ) a small card with a picture of a place you visit. 

2.Postcard              (    ) a place for helicopters to land on. 

3.Fortnight            (    ) fourteen days . 

                              (    ) very good, great. 

 

Date:……………………………… 

wer from a, b, c or d:Choose the correct ans(D)  

1-He has………………..………….watched an interesting film. 

    a. yet                b. already                c. so                      d. because 

2-I…………………..……..already written my homework. 

    a. has                b. have                     c. was                   d. were 

3-They haven't drawn a picture…………………………..  . 

    a. yet                 b. already                 c. so                     d. but 

4-We have already…………………………….Egypt. 

    a. visit               b. visiting                c. visited              d. visits 
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Date:……………………………… 

 :Do as shown between brackets (E)  

1-Amal has cooked the food.                                             ( Make negative ) 

……………………………………………………………………. .  . 

2-Mona has already ( study )……………….English .              ( Correct the Verb ) 

3-The match will start at 6 o'clock today.                            ( Ask  a question  ) 

…………………………………………………………………….  . 

 

……………………………:Date 

What would you say in the following situations:(F)   

1-Your friend won a prize. 

…………………………………………………………………..  . 

2-You lost your way to the mosque. 

……………………………………………………………………  . 

3-Your friend eats a lot of sweets. 

……………………………………………………………………  . 

 

Date:…………………………….. 

Match the following utterances with their reactions: (H)  

1-I have a running race tomorrow.         (     )  Congratulations. 

2-Kuwait is a beautiful country.             (     )  What a good idea. 

3-My sister got married.                         (     )   You are right. 

4-Let's go shopping.                               (     )   Thank you. 

                                                                (     )  Good luck.   

 

 

:…………………………Date 

Answer the following questions:)(I)  

1-Where does a helicopter land? 

………………………………………………………………………  . 

2-Which countries does King Fahd causeway join? 

………………………………………………………………………  . 

3- How long is King  Fahed causeway? 

………………………………………………………………………  . 

4-How do you usually  spend your holidays? 

……………………………………………………………………….  . 

5-Name two interesting places you can visit in Bahrain. 

…………………….............                              …………………………. 
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 Unit :9                                                    

 

…………………………Date: 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:(A)  

1-Scientists use…………………….……..to  do  experiments. 

   a. flood                  b. drought                  c. plastic                  d. chemicals 

2-There is no rain in this village. People suffer from……….……………….  .    

   a. drought              b. bacteria                  c. energy                  d. light bulb 

3-Food gives us…………………………..……..  . 

   a. energy                b. flood                      c. North pole           d. South pole 

 

 

…..…………………………:Date 

Fill in spaces with words from the list:(B)   

         {  flood  -  worried  -  fortunately -  North pole  -  chemicals  -  Bacteria  } 

1-You can see icebergs in the………………….……………  . 

2-…………………………….can make people sick. 

3-I saw a car accident,  but  ……………..…………..no one was killed. 

4-My sister is………………………because she has a Math exam tomorrow. 

5-The……………..…………..covered this area and many people died. 

 

 

……….:………………………Date 

Match the following words with their definitions:(C)   

1-drought               (      )   feels bad because of thinking in a problem. 

2-energy                 (      )   a material used for making things like bags. 

3-plastic                  (      )   a long time when there is very little or no rain. 

4-worried                (      )   something like electricity that makes things work. 

 

 

………………………………Date: 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:(D)  

1- The telephone is used for ……………….to people everywhere. 

   a.talk                   b.talks                   c.talked                   d.talking 

2-They will………………….their car. 

   a.clean                 b.cleaned               c.cleans                   d.cleaning 

3-I got high marks at the exams so my father………………give me a present. 

   a.could                 b.might                  c.will                       d.won't 
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….……………………………Date: 

:Do as shown between bracketsD) ) 

1-The house is very big.                                                     (   Make   Plural  ) 

……………………………………………………………………..  . 

2-Fahed always ( sleep)……………….…..early.                 ( Correct  the Verb ) 

3-They will play volleyball.                                             (   Make   Negative  ) 

………………………………………………………………………  . 

 

 

……………………………Date: 

What would you say in the following situations: (E) 

1-You saw an old woman crossing the street. 

…………………………………………………………………………….  . 

2-Your sister always forgets to turn the tap off. 

…………………………………………………………………………….  . 

3-Your friend says "The  Life Straw is a useful  invention " . 

……………………………………………………………………………..  . 

 

 

:……………………………Date 

following utterances with their reactions:Match the (F)   

1-My friend is fat.                                 (      ) but I like swimming. 

2-There will be more floods.                (      ) he should study hard. 

3-I like tennis.                                      (      ) oh, God. 

4-Hamad wants to be a scientist.         (      ) I agree with you. 

                                                             (      ) she should do exercises. 

 

 

………………………………Date: 

Answer the following questions:(G)  

1-What is a Life Straw used for? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-What is a life straw made of? 

………………………………………………………………………………... 

3-Why are there chemicals inside the life straw? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-How can you save energy? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-Mention different sources of  fresh  water. 
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Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

 

            A poor man, who couldn't read or write, asked for work as doorkeeper of a 

hotel. The owner of the hotel said: " I'm sorry, you can't work here because you 

began to go from house to house He can't read or write". The poor man was sad. 

selling knives and brushes. After two years, he had enough money to open a shop. 

He worked hard and the shop grew bigger. 

             After ten years, the man owned ten shops and became very rich. In the 

town where he lived, he built a hospital and a doctor asked him to write his name 

in the visitor's book. " I've never been to school ", the man said. " I can't even write 

my name.". " What!" the doctor cried, " Can't you write at all? If you learned to 

, you would be a great man now.". " I don't think so.". youngwrite when you were 

The man said. "I should be only a doorkeeper.". 

 

A) Choose the correct answer from a,b, c or d: 

1.The best title for this passage could be…………………..  .  

  a. A doorkeeper        b. selling knives         c. working hard          d- A rich man 

….. .in line "3" refers to……………… )he(2.The underlined pronoun  

  a. a poor man         b. a doorkeeper     c. the owner of the house    d. a doctor 

in line "10" means………………….." young"The underlined word .3 

  a. tall                        b. clever                         c. small                    d. not old 

 

Tick true (√) or false (×):B)  

4.The poor man owned ten shops.                                    (      ) 

5.The poor man wanted to be a doctor.                            (      ) 

6.The man built a hospital in his town.                             (      ) 

 

:C) Answer the following questions 

7.How did the man become very rich? 

…………………………………………………………………………….  . 

8.Why couldn't he get work at the hotel? 

…………………………………………………………………………….  . 

 

D)Punctuate the following sentences: 

1-did sara travel to Bahrain last week 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-let s buy a present for hamad 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Composition 

 

using the words below: sDescribe the following picture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Famous – artist/  born  - Kuwait – 1932/used to be – teacher/ built – models/) 

Painted – over – 600  paintings ) 

 

HusseinAyoub  

 

……………………………………………………………………………............ 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………............ 
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Composition 

 

using the words below: sthe following picture Describe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

( king Fahd Causeway – bridge /travelling – Gulf countries – easy / join – 

Bahrain – Saudi Arabi / 25 km – long /see- many restaurants)   

 

King Fahd Causeway 

 

................................................................................................................................ 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Composition 

 

using the words below: sDescribe the following picture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Life straw – great – invention /scientists – invented / made – plastic/ not – 

expensive / help – drink – clean /save – lives) 

 

wThe Life Stra 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….................................................................... 
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 Unit : 10 

……………………………Date: 

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:(A)  

1-My favourite TV. programme is Banat w Bas but, I like…………… .very much. 

    a.accidents               b.cartoons                     c.actors                  d.nurses  

2-The doctor knew that my brother's foot was broken after he had……….………it. 

    a.read                       b.photographed              c.x-rayed                d.visited 

3-Dawood Hussein is a famous…………..………You can see him in many films. 

    a.doctor                    b.receptionist                 c.actor                     d.nurse 

4-Tom and Jerry cartoon makes me…….………………. 

    a.see                         b.laugh                           c.meet                      d.play 

 

………………………………Date: 

Fill in spaces with words from the list: (B) 

{   actor   -   broken  -   episode   -   receptionist   -   plaster   } 

1-Doctors put a……………….………on a broken arm or leg. 

2-I watch a new……………...…….of my favourite TV. programme every night. 

3-Tarek Al-Ali is my favourite………………………….  . 

4-Oh, no! that CD is ………….…….…….,my mother will be angry with me. 

 

………………………………Date: 

 Match the following words with their definitions:(C)  

1.accident              (      ) to feel happy when doing something. 

2.enjoy                   (      ) a hard cover put on a broken arm or leg. 

3.plaster                 (      ) when two things( car) run into each other. 

4.x-ray                   (      ) to take a photograph of the inside of the body. 

 

………………………………Date: 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:(D)  

1-The girl…………………….an accident yesterday. 

    a. have                       b. has                     c. had                         d. having 

2-…………………………will you go next weekend? 

    a. who                        b. when                  c. where                     d. how 

3-I like…………………..……..cartoons very much. 

    a. watching                 b. watch                   c. watched               d. watches 

4-Mona has……………………….…….her homework. 

    a. do                            b .did                       c. done                      d. does 

5-I didn't hear the phone………………………….….I was sleeping. 

    a. so                            b. but                        c. because                d. and 
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………………………………Date: 

:Do as shown between brackets (E) 

1-I prefer ( play )…………….………tennis .                          ( Correct the Verb ) 

2-Ali bought a new toy yesterday .                                               ( Ask a question ) 

……………………………………………………………………………...……….. 

3-I was talking to the man. I didn't see you.                         ( Join with "So")  

……………………………………………..……………………………………….. 

 

…………………………………Date: 

 Match the following utterances with their reactions:(F)  

1-Tea or coffee?                                          (   ) My father prefers watching TV. 

2-What happened to you?                           (   ) Don't worry. We'll find her. 

3-My father likes to read the newspaper.   (    ) No, I didn't. 

4-I can't find my daughter.                          (   ) I hurt my hand. 

                                                                     (   ) Tea, please. 

 

………………………………Date: 

lowing situations:What would you say in the fol(G)  

1. Our friend had an accident, he is in the hospital. 

…………………………………………………….……………………………….. 

2. Your friend is lazy and doesn't do her homework . 

………………………………………………………….…………………………. 

3. A man helped you with your heavy bags. 

………… ……………………………………………...…………………………. 

4. Your sister watches TV. for  a long time. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

………………………………Date: 

Answer the following questions:H) ) 

1-What is your favourite TV programme ? 

……………………………………………………… 

2-What should you do when you see an accident? 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

5-Name some jobs in the hospital ? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

6-What does a nurse do? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

7-Where does a doctor work? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Unit : 11 

………………………………Date: 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:A) ) 

1-Our football team won the match so they got a cup as an……………………  . 

   a. award                     b. problem                     c. shore                     d. school 

2-I've read a sad story in the…………………………………. 

   a. television               b. cinema                       c. newspaper             d. cameras 

3- I would help my friend if he was in…………………………………….  . 

   a. park                        b. class                        c. trouble                    d. club 

4-A woman  is……………………in the street, there must be something wrong. 

  a. playing                   b. screaming                 c. laughing                 d. drawing   

 

………………………………Date: 

list:Fill in the spaces with words from the  (B)  

(   award  -   drown  -   problem  -   shore  -   newspaper   ) 

1-If anyone stays under the water for a long time, he will ………..……………..  . 

2-My father is nervous because he has a………..…..……….at work. 

3-The ………….………….is the land along the sea. 

4-My brother got an……………….…….when he won the swimming race. 

 

 

………………………………Date: 

Match these words with their definitions: (C)  

1-decide                  (     ) a high noise made by a person who is frightened. 

2-newspaper           (     ) when life is difficult or dangerous. 

3-trouble                 (     ) paper with the day's news and other information. 

4-scream                 (     ) sinking under water and dying. 

                                (     ) to choose what to do. 

 

 

..……………………………:Date 

Choose the right answer from a, b, c or d:(D)  

1-  There…….…. a fire inside the house and the people were saved by the fireman. 

    a. will                       b. is                   c. was                           d. were 

2- The diver got an award because he………………….a boy from drowning. 

    a. save                      b. saves              c. saved                        d. saving 

3- …………….……the man was walking along the beach, he heard a scream. 

    a. While                   b. Because          c. After                        d. Where 
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…………………………Date: 

(E) Do as shown in brackets:  

1-Nadia is eleven years old and she goes to Prep.School.          ( Ask a question ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-While Ahmed ( play )……………..…..tennis, it started to rain.       ( Correct ) 

3-Bees make honey in hives.                                            ( Change into passive ) 

……………………………………………………………………….……………  . 

 

 

……………………………Date: 

 :utterances with their reactionsMatch the (F)   

1-I've just finished my project.                   (    ) oh, you'll be in a big trouble. 

2-I didn't do my homework.                       (    ) Let's help them, it's a must. 

3-Our neighbours are screaming.               (    ) She had to go to the doctor.  

4-Salwa felt verysick last weekend.           (    ) well done.                                         

                                                                    (    ) I'm sorry for you. 

 

 

……………………………Date: 

 following situations:Write what would you say in the  G) ) 

1-Your friend  broke  his leg while playing football. 

…………………………………………………………………..………………….. 

2-Your little brother wants to climb a tree. 

………………………………………………………………………….………….. 

3-You saw an accident in your way to school. 

………………………………………………………………….………………….. 

4-Your little sister says sorry for cutting your story book. 

……………………………………………………………….…………………….. 

 

 

……………………………Date: 

Answer the following questions:(H)   

1.Why do people get awards ? 

………………………………………………………………….……………….. 

2.What would you do if you see someone drowning and you can't swim ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………... 

3.How do you enjoy your time on the beach? 

………………………………………………………………...……………….... 

4.How do you feel if you get an award? 
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Unit 12 

……………………………Date: 

oose the right answer from a, b, c or d:Ch(A)   

1-There is a very nice…………………….about mobiles in the newspaper. 

    a.advert                    b.show                       c.play                      d.shore 

2-I saw divers……………………………the sharks in the Scientific Center. 

    a.watering                 b.holding                  c.feeding                  d.eating 

3-My uncle and his………………….……..have three children. 

    a.wife                        b.brother                   c.aunt                       d.uncle 

4-If you go to the Scientific Center you will see the………….………which is the 

largest in the Middle East. 

    a.aquarium                b.tower                    c.stadium                   d.island 

 

 

……………………………Date: 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: (B) 

(   businessman  -   amusement  park  -   angry  -   however  -   fantastic   ) 

1-The party was………………..……………We enjoyed it a lot. 

2-My father is a famous………………………………  . 

3- Children play games in the ……………..……………..………………….  . 

4-My mother was……………………………because I didn't pass the exam. 

 

 

.……………………………Date: 

Match these words with their definitions: C) ) 

1.businessman          (     ) a glass box for keeping fish in. 

2.aquarium                (     ) giving food to. 

3.angry                      (     ) give an idea for someone to think about. 

4.suggest                   (     ) very cross. 

                                  (     ) a man who is good with money. 

 

……………………………Date: 

:Choose the right answer from a, b, c or d(D)  

1-If you eat a lot of sweets, you………………..………bad teeth. 

   a.got                        b.will get                   c.getting                       d.get  

2-Shall we have chicken………………………fish.? 

   a.but                        b.so                            c.or                               d.but 

3-Ahmed is the………………………..student in the class. 

   a.cleverest               b.cleverer                   c.clever                        d. as  clever  
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………………………………Date: 

:Do as shown between brackets E)) 

1.Samer reads a new book every month.                            ( Ask a question ) 

………………………………………………..…………………………………... 

2.If you study hard, you ( pass )…………………..…your exams.          ( Correct ) 

3.Mohsen will have lunch in a restaurant.                             ( Make  Negative ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

 

:……………………………Date 

(F) Match the utterances with their reactions: 

1- The park is a beautiful place.              (     ) Go to the green grocer.  

2- I would like to buy some vegetables.  (     ) You are welcome. 

3- Thank you for the nice flower.            (     ) Hold on ,please. 

4- This is my brother ,Sami.                    (     ) I agree with you. 

                                                                 (     ) Nice to meet you. 

 

 

…………………………........Date: 

(G) What would you say in the following situations: 

 

1- There is a big fire at the end of the street. 

…………………………………………………………………………….   . 

2- Tomorrow is a holiday. 

…………………………………………………………………………….  . 

3- Your friend has a bad tooth. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. . 

 

………………………………Date: 

Answer the following questions:) H( 

 

1) Name some places that  tourists visit in Kuwait. 

a-……………………………………                b-………………………………..  

2) Where can you see old buildings in Kuwait? 

………………………………………………………………….………………… 

3) What can children do at the  amusement  park  ? 

……………………………………………………………….…………………… 

4) Where can you see divers feeding sharks ? 

……………………………………………………………..……………………..  . 
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 COMPREHENSION   

  

answer the questions below: enRead the following passage, th 

 

         Yesterday, I read a funny story in a magazine. The story said  

that two lions escaped from the zoo last Wednesday. The lions were in a small 

cage but got out and jumped over a wall. The zookeeper said, "We think that a 

visitor opened the cage." The police have given a warning to people: "Don't go 

near wild animals. You must report everything to the police." 

 

. He ran terrifiedwas  HeIn the following day, a Farmer saw a lion on his farm.   

to the nearest town and phoned the police. When a police car came to the place, 

they discovered that it was not a lion but a very big dog. 

 

, c & d:A) Choose the right answer from a, b 

 

 1) The best title for this passage can be ………………….…..…………………. 

 a. The zoo                b. The big dog              c. The police           d. A funny story     

 

…………….………( 7  )  refers to ……… in line )He     (2) The underlined word                

               a. The farmer          b. The police                  c. The people          d. The visitor 

  

………………………line ( 8 )  means  ……in  )  terrified  (3)The underlined word              

              a. happy                 b. frightened                   c. sad                      d. worried 

 

4) The main idea of the first paragraph is ………………………….……………….. 

          a. a funny story in a magazine.                          b. lions jumped over a wall.                          

         c. Two lions escaped from the zoo.                    d. Police warns people .    

                  

 the following: ) ) or (  B) Mark (  

5. The police told people to report everything to them.                  (        )               

6. The zookeeper thought that the lions escaped by themselves.     (        ) 

7. The farmer saw a big cat in his farm.                                           (        ) 

 

  

ns: C) Answer the following questio 

7. Where were the lions before escaping? 

…..…………..…………………………………………………………………. 8. 

How did the farmer feel when he saw the lion in his farm? 
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Composition 

 

Describe the following pictures using the words below: 

                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(see – car accidents – everywhere/ many people – die – because of /carless and 

fast drivers – cause / shouldn't – drive/ use – seatbelts – front – seats) 

 

Car Accidents 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………............................................................................................. 
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Composition 

 

Describe the following pictures using the words below: 

                                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  

   (TV. – invention / like – watching / very – interesting / with – family – 

evening/Know – news / enjoy –  programes – films – cartoon) 

 

Watching TV. 

 

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................... 
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Composition 

 

the words below:Describe the following pictures using  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

( last month – a school trip/ go – scientific centre/ by – bus/ largest – 

aquarium/ Seven dhows – harbor/ enjoy – time) 

 

A Trip to the scientific centre 

 

………………………………………………….........................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................... 

 


